Tempotest® solution-dyed acrylic awning and marine fabrics come with a 10-year warranty.
Tempotest Home® solution-dyed acrylic indoor and outdoor fabrics have a 6-year warranty. The
TempotestStar®, TempotestStar FR® and TempotestStar Home® warranties are each valid for 5
years.

Tempotest Marine® and Awning Warranty
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The Tempotest Marine® and Awning Warranty is valid for 10 years from the purchase date.
Warranties are valid only with the Tempotest Warranty Certificate.
The warranty exclusively covers abnormal and excessive color degradation and loss of
sun screening capability due to normal sun, salt, and weather exposure.
The warranty exclusively covers the Tempotest solution-dyed acrylic fabric. Any additional
manufacturing and installation costs requested by the installer or retailer are not covered
by this warranty.
The warranty does not cover damage due to circumstances beyond one's control (e.g.,
fire, flood, bird excrements, or air pollution). Also, the warranty excludes damage caused
by mechanical actions or fraudulent actions. In particular, the formation of micro holes in
the cover, due to any mechanical action, are excluded from the warranty.
Differences in appearance of color saturation may occur over time, resulting from
atmospheric agents and pollution. This does not compromise the chemical, physical, and
technical features of Tempotest fabric.
Tempotest is a component of a finished product. The warranty must be claimed against
the retailer or installer where the finished product was purchased.
The warranty is not valid in the case of improper use or improper installation.
The warranty does not cover the construction costs of the finished product.
Parà’s responsibility is expressly limited to this warranty. Parà reserves the right to inspect
the fabric that is the object of the claim and ask for proof of purchase.
In case of a proven defect in the fabric within the warranty period, Parà will supply a fabric
equivalent to 100 percent of the value of the defective one, up to the 8th year from the
purchase date. For the 9th year from purchase, Parà will supply this fabric with a 30
percent discount. For 10th year, Parà will supply this fabric with a 15 percent discount.
Parà will not be responsible for any replacement cost of the fabric. The retailer or the
installer will reserve the right to decide the compensation amount to the consumer for
service and replacement of the fabric.

